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In present study an attempt has been made to analyse the
empirical trend in growth and composition of macro sectors
of Jammu and Kashmir State (1995-2015). This analysis
has been done at all three macro sectorial levels as well as

economy as a whole. After analysing this study, it gives us
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a clear picture and it becomes clear that agriculture sector
growth rate is a dismal one while as the growth rate of the
industry sector is the highest among all the sectors, but still
that is not a satisfactory one. Moreover, our interpretation
also reveals that tertiary sector is a dominating sector with
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respect to its percentage contribution to the state economy
output.
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The compound growth rate of state

Introduction

economy output was 4.79 percent during
The Jammu and Kashmir State lies in the

the first decade of our study time period

extreme north of the Himalaya and

which declined to 3.40 percent which refers

constitutes about 67.5 per cent of the North

to 1.39 points decline which in other words

West Himalayan region. Total geographical

means 29.02 percentage points decline. The

area of the State is 2, 22, 236 km2 out of

decline in the state economy output

which 78,114 km2 (35.15%) area lies under

compound growth rate is due to poor

the occupation of Pakistan, and 42,735 km2

performance of primary and secondary

(19.23%) under the occupation of China

sectors of the state economy. The poor

(including the area handed over by Pakistan

performance by primary sector is due to

to China). Therefore, the State is left with

non- rational use of inputs of agriculture

an area of 101,387 km2 (45.62%). Ladakh

sector as well as unfavorable climatic

is the largest hilly arid zone which occupies
58321

km2

(58.00%).

As

per

conditions like untimely rains, storms and

land

hails etc. There was also a huge flood

utilization statistics for the year 2010-2011

witnessed by valley Kashmir in 2014 which

the total reported area of the state is 2416

destroyed a massive quantity of agricultural

thousand hectares of which 74 per cent, 23

produce in the state resulted almost zero

per cent and nearly 3 per cent in Jammu,

percent compound growth rate in the

Kashmir and Ladakh regions, respectively.

agricultural sector output during the second

Sectorial analysis of trends in
growth and composition of macro
sectors of output of Jammu and
Kashmir Economy

decade.

The sectorial analysis of trends in growth

highest among the key sectors of the state

and composition of macro sectors of output

economy. The more rapid increase in the

are

secondary sector output compound growth

vital

indicators

to

assess

The secondary sector output compound
growth rate for the entire time period of our
study period was 8.63 percent which is the

the

rate is attributed to more growth rate in the

performance of the economy.

construction sector of the state economy
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which grows presently at the rate of almost
17 percent. But, the experts consider that
expansion

in

the

construction

sector

beneficial for the economy only when there
is presence of peace in the economy which
leads to expansion of the tourism sector and
make construction useful for rent purposes
and help to grow industries which needs
such type of constructions.
The tertiary sector compound growth rate
for the entire time period of our study

Sources: a) Digest of Statistics, Directorate of

period was 4.68 percent which is the

Economics and Statistics, J&K Government,
various issues.
b) The Economy Survey of
Jammu and Kashmir State, J&K Government,
various

second highest among the key sectors of
the state economy. The more rapid increase
in the tertiary sector output compound

Trends of Compound Growth Rate of
Macro Sectors of Jammu and
Kashmir State (1995-2015)

growth rate is attributed to more growth
rate

in

the

transport,

storage,

communications and social sectors of the
state economy which grows presently at the

16.00
14.00
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10.00
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6.00
4.00
2.00
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rate of almost 10 percent. Therefore,
Jammu & Kashmir state economy is a
service lead economy because of the main
macro sector with respect to output and
employment at second number.

1995-96 to
2004-05

2005-06 to
2014-15

1995-06 to
2014-15

The overall picture of the state economy
will became evident from the Table and
graphic representation given below.
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14.00

13.43

Correlation between growth rates
of macro sectors of the state
economy output

1995-96 to
2004-05

12.00
10.00

8.63

2005-06 to
2014-15

8.00
6.00

6.00

4.68
3.56

4.00
2.00

4.79

4.47

3.40

1995-06 to
2014-15

2.19

1.83
1.32
0.17

0.00

Sources: a) Digest of Statistics, Directorate
of Economics and Statistics, J&K Government,
various issues. b) The Economy Survey of
Jammu and Kashmir State, J&K Government,
various issues.

Correlation between growth rates
of macro sectors of the state
economy

However, the correlation between primary

From the analysis of correlation table it

sector with the secondary and tertiary

becomes clear that correlation between

sectors is negative. This is really a matter

primary sector and agriculture sector output

of concern for the state economy even

is high as the correlation coefficient is

though the correlation coefficient between

about 84 percent. This in other words refers

the variables is very low about 12 and 13

that about 83 percent variation in the

percent respectively. This is not a good sign

primary sector output is explained alone by

for the state economy because the growth

its agriculture sub-sector. Therefore, this

models like Kaldor’s model depicted that

refers composition strength of agriculture

there is high positive correlation ship

sub-sector to the Primary sector.

between the growth rate of key sectors of
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the economy while as this is getting

crores and from the tertiary sector it was

violated in case of economy. Secondly, this

4435 crores. Therefore, it becomes evident

also represents that there is no positive

that in terms of relative importance with

linkages between the sectors which in other

respect to output contribution tertiary sector

words refers that the secondary and tertiary

stands at rank first while as the secondary

sectors are not using output of primary

second stands at the last rank. But, so for as

sector as input for the secondary and

the deviation is considered the least SD is

tertiary sectors of the state economy.

observed in the primary sector which refers
that increase in primary sector output is

From the correlation table it also becomes

more or less stable among the three sectors

evident that correlation between tertiary

of the economy while the SD is very high

sector output and total economy output

in

(NSDP) is highest i.e., 54 percent while as

tertiary

and

secondary

sectors

respectively which refers that the average

the correlation between primary sector

of these two sectors is not more uniform

output and total economy output (NSDP) is

and consistent which makes them less

40 percent. However, the correlation

reliable related to the primary sector of the

between secondary sector output and total

state economy.

economy output (NSDP) is just 20 percent;
this represents the relative importance of

Composition of macro sectors of

the secondary sector which is very low.

the state economy

Descriptive statistics summary of
macro sectors of the state economy
output

From the analysis of composition of key
sectors of the state economy it becomes
clear that during the first decade the

From the descriptive statistics it becomes

average composition of primary sector to

clear that the average state economy output

state economy output (NSDP) was 34.83

(NSDP at 1993-94 prices) was worth of

percent which declined about 9 percentage

9605 crore’s out of which the mean

points and reached about 25.64 percent

contribution of Primary sector was 2750

only in the second decade of our reference

crores, by secondary sector it was the 2355

time period while as the average percentage
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share of the secondary sector reached to

primary sector output which is a good sign

28.15 percent during the second decade

from the theoretical perspective, but it is

from about 19.26 percent during the first

unfortunate for our state economy that

decade, therefore, about 90 percent share is

manufacturing sub-sector could not grow

taken by the secondary sector from the

but it is due to the construction sub-sector
of the secondary of our state economy

Descriptive statistics summary of
macro sectors of the state economy
output

which is not appreciated by the experts.
The tertiary sector output share to State
economy

output

declined

about

one

percentage points and on average in the
second decade it reached to about 46
percent from 45 percent in the first decade.
However, on average during the entire
reference time period of 20 years (1995 to
2015) the average share of primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors to state
economy output (NSDP) is about 30
percent,

24

percent

and

46

percent

respectively which refers that tertiary sector
the major sector of the state economy at
present and at the same time confirms that
primary sector still has not lost its relative
importance in the state economy.

Composition of macro sectors of

Sources: a) Digest of Statistics, Directorate
of Economics and Statistics, J&K
Government, various issues. b) The
Economy Survey of Jammu and Kashmir
State, J&K Government.

From the analysis of composition of key
sectors of the state economy it becomes
clear that during the first decade the
average composition of primary sector to
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state economy output (NSDP) was 34.83

the major sector of the state economy at

percent which declined about 9 percentage

present and at the same time confirms that

points and reached about 25.64 percent

primary sector still has not lost its relative

only in the second decade of our reference

importance in the state economy.

time period while as the average percentage
share of the secondary sector reached to
28.15 percent during the second decade
from about 19.26 percent during the first
decade, therefore, about 90 percent share is
taken by the secondary sector from the
primary sector output which is a good sign
from the theoretical perspective, but it is
unfortunate for our state economy that
manufacturing sub-sector could not grow

Sources: a) Digest of Statistics, Directorate
of Economics and Statistics, J&K
Government, various issues. b) The
Economy Survey of Jammu and Kashmir
State, J&K Government.

but it is due to the construction sub-sector
of the secondary of our state economy
which is not appreciated by the experts.
The tertiary sector output share to State
economy

output

declined

about

Trends in Composition of Macro
Sectors of Jammu And Kashmir
State (1995-2015)

one

percentage points and on average in the
second decade it reached to about 46
percent from 45 percent in the first decade.

1995-96 to 2004-05

However, on average during the entire
Primary sector

reference time period of 20 years (1995 to
46%

2015) the average share of primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors to state

19%

24

percent

and

46

Secondary
Sector
Tertiary Sector

economy output (NSDP) is about 30
percent,

35%

percent

respectively which refers that tertiary sector
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From the analysis of correlation table it

2005-06 to 2014-15

becomes clear that correlation between
primary sector and agriculture sector output
is high as the correlation coefficient is

Primary sector
46%

26%
28%

about 84 percent. This in other words refers
Secondary
Sector

that about 71 percent variation in the

Tertiary Sector

primary sector output is explained alone by
its agriculture sub-sector. Therefore, this
refers composition strength of agriculture
sub-sector to the Primary sector.

1995-06 to 2014-15

However, the correlation between primary
sector with the secondary and tertiary

Primary sector
46%

sectors is negative. This is really a matter

30%
24%

of concern for our state economy even

Secondary
Sector

though the correlation coefficient between

Tertiary Sector

the variables is very low about 12 and 13
percent respectively. This is not a good sign
for our state economy because the growth
models like Kaldor’s model depicted that

Correlation between percentage
shares of macro sectors of the state
economy output

there is high positive correlation ship
between the growth rates of key sectors of
the economy while as this is getting
violated in case of the present economic
structure. Secondly, this also represents that
there is no positive linkages between the
sectors which in other words refers that the
secondary and tertiary sectors are not using
output of primary sector as input for the
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secondary and tertiary sectors of the state

like untimely rains, storms and hails

economy.

etc. There was also a huge flood
witnessed by Kashmir valley in 2014

From the correlation table it also becomes

which destroyed a massive quantity of

evident that correlation between tertiary

agricultural produce in the state resulted

sector output and total economy output

almost zero percent compound growth

(NSDP) is highest i.e., 54 percent while as

rate in the agricultural sector output

the correlation between primary sector

during the second decade.

output and total economy output (NSDP) is



40 percent. However, the correlation

The secondary sector output compound
growth rate for the entire time period of

between secondary sector output and total

our study period was 8.63 percent

economy output (NSDP) is just 20 percent

which is the highest among the key

this just represents relative importance of

sectors of the state economy. The more

the secondary sector which is very low.

rapid increase in the secondary sector
Discussion and Conclusion

output



attributed to more growth rate in the

The compound growth rate of state

compound

construction

economy output was 4.79 percent

sector

growth

of

rate

the

is

state

economy which grows presently at the

during the first decade of our study time

rate of almost 17 percent. But, the

period which declined to 3.40 percent

experts consider that expansion in the

indicating a 1.39 points decline which

construction sector is beneficial for the

in other words means 29.02 percentage

economy only when there is presence of

points decline. The decline in the state

peace in the economy which leads to

economy output compound growth rate

expansion to the tourism sector which

is due to poor performance of primary

makes construction useful for rent

and secondary sectors of the state

purposes and help to grow industries

economy. The poor performance by

which needs such type of constructions.

primary sector is due to non- rational



use of inputs of agriculture sector as

The tertiary sector output compound
growth rate for the entire time period of

well as unfavorable climatic conditions
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our study period was 4.68 percent

between the variables is very low about

which is the second highest among the

12 and 13 percent respectively.


key sectors of the state economy. The



From the correlation table it also

more rapid increase in the tertiary

becomes

sector output compound growth rate is

between tertiary sector output and total

attributed to more growth rate in the

economy output (NSDP) is highest i.e.,

transport, storage, communications and

54 percent while as the correlation

social sectors of the state economy

between primary sector output and total

which grows presently at the rate of

economy output (NSDP) is 40 percent.

almost 10 percent. Therefore, Jammu &

However,

Kashmir state economy is a service lead

secondary sector output and total

economy because it is the main macro

economy output (NSDP) is just 20

sector with respect to output and

percent this just represents relative

employment at second number.

importance of the secondary sector

From the analysis of correlation table it

which is very low.


becomes clear that correlation between

From

the

evident

the

that

correlation

correlation

descriptive

between

statistics

it

primary sector and agriculture sector

becomes clear that the average state

output is high as the correlation

economy output (NSDP at 1993-94

coefficient is about 84 percent. This in

prices) was worth of 9605 crores out of

other words refers that there is about 83

which the mean contribution of Primary

percent variation in the primary sector

sector was 2750 crores, by secondary

output as explained alone by its

sector it was the 2355 crores and from

agriculture sub-sector. However, the

the tertiary sector it was 4435 crores.

correlation of primary sector with the

Therefore, it becomes evident that in

secondary

is

terms of relative importance with

negative. This is really a matter of

respect to output contribution tertiary

concern for the state economy even

sector stands at rank first while as the

though

secondary second stands at the last

and

the

tertiary

correlation

sectors

coefficient

rank. But, so for as deviation is
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considered the least SD is observed in

state economy that manufacturing sub-

the primary sector which refers that

sector could not grow and it is due to

increase in primary sector output is

the construction sub-sector of the

more or less stable among the three

secondary output of the state economy

sectors of the economy while the SD is

which is not appreciated by the experts.

very high in tertiary and secondary

The tertiary sector output share to State

sectors respectively which refers that

economy output declined about one

the average of these two sectors is not

percentage points and on average in the

more uniform and consistent which

second decade it reached about 46

makes them less reliable related to the

percent from 45 percent in the first

primary sector of the state economy.

decade.


From the analysis of composition of

However, on average during the entire

key sectors of the state economy it

reference time period of 20 years (1995

becomes clear that during the first

to 2015) the average share of primary,

decade the average composition of

secondary and tertiary sectors to state

primary sector to state economy output

economy output (NSDP) is about 30

(NSDP) was 34.83 percent which

percent, 24 percent and 46 percent

declined about 9 percentage points and

respectively which refers that tertiary

reached to about 25.64 percent only in

sector the major sector of the state

the second decade of our reference time

economy at present and at the same

period while as the average percentage

time it also confirms that primary sector

share of the secondary sector reached to

still has not lost its relative importance

28.15 percent during the second decade

in the state economy.

from about 19.26 percent during the
first decade, therefore, about 90 percent
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